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NETWORK-EXTENSIBLE AND CONTROLLABLE TELEPHONE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is generally directed to telephones. In particular, the present invention is related to telephones capable of communicating over a data network.

Background

[0002] A recent trend in devices connected to a data communications network is to make such devices discoverable on the network, have them expose network services, and allow other nodes on the network to request these services. Protocols such as Universal Plug and Play (UPnP™), Jini™, and Salutation™ provide mechanisms for one device to discover the presence of a particular device (or class of device) on the network and invoke services upon it. Another related protocol, Rendezvous™ (networking technology offered by Apple Computer Inc. of Cupertino, California), provides a way for services to register themselves and be discovered, although the actual protocol for service invocation must be known to both communicating parties.

[0003] Many network devices use a subset of these discovery protocols to support the use of low-level “automatic configuration” protocols. Both UPnP™ and Apple’s Rendezvous™, for example, support a “zero configuration” (zeroconf) protocol known as AutoIP to assign Internet Protocol (IP) addresses even if a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server is not present.

[0004] A device that implements UPnP™ can configure itself on the network, broadcast an announcement of its existence, allow UPnP™ control points (other nodes) to query its functional interface, allow others to access a web site that it is hosting, and allow others to invoke functions on that device. A UPnP™ control point can receive announcements of UPnP™ devices on the
network, can query for devices of a particular type or with particular attributes, can query an individual device for its interface, and can invoke functions on that device.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] A telephone in accordance with the present invention is adapted for connection to a data network. In an embodiment, the telephone includes logic that enables it to discover other devices connected to the data network and use those devices to extend its own functionality. In a further embodiment, the telephone is also accessible and controllable by other devices in the data network.

[0006] For example, a system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes a data communication network, a device communicatively connected to the data communication network, and a telephone communicatively connected to the data communication network. The telephone is adapted to discover the device, to invoke a first service provided by the device, and to use the first service to provide a second service to a user of the telephone.

[0007] A method for operating a telephone communicatively connected to a data network in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes discovering a device communicatively connected to the data communication network, invoking a first service provided by the device, and using the first service to provide a second service to a user of the telephone.

[0008] As another example, a system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes a data communication network, one or more devices communicatively connected to the data communication network, and a telephone communicatively connected to the data communication network. The telephone is adapted to advertise a service provided by the telephone to the one or more devices communicatively connected to the data
Communication network, and to provide the service to one of the one or more devices in response to receiving a request for the service.

A method for operating a telephone communicatively connected to a data network in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes advertising a service provided by the telephone to one or more devices communicatively connected to the data communication network, receiving a request for the service from one of the one or more devices, and providing the service to the one of the one or more devices in response to receiving the request.

Further features and advantages of the invention, as well as the structure and operation of various embodiments of the invention, are described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings. It is noted that the invention is not limited to the specific embodiments described herein. Such embodiments are presented herein for illustrative purposes only. Additional embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained herein.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS/FIGURES**

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated herein and form part of the specification, illustrate the present invention and, together with the description, further serve to explain the principles of the invention and to enable a person skilled in the relevant art(s) to make and use the invention.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system architecture of a telephone in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is an illustration showing a telephone in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention discovering and using network devices and services.

FIG. 3 is an illustration showing network systems discovering a telephone in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
[0015] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a telephone-centric "ecosystem" in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0016] FIG. 5 is an illustration of an exemplary deployment of a telephone in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention in relation to other devices/services in a network.

[0017] The features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the detailed description set forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings, in which like reference characters identify corresponding elements throughout. In the drawings, like reference numbers generally indicate identical, functionally similar, and/or structurally similar elements. The drawing in which an element first appears is indicated by the leftmost digit(s) in the corresponding reference number.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0018] The present invention is directed to a telephone adapted for connection to a data network. In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover other devices on the network that it can then interact with to allow it to enhance its own feature set. In accordance with a further embodiment of the present invention, devices on the data network, such as a personal computer (PC), can discover and control the telephone.

[0019] In accordance with an example implementation of the present invention described in more detail herein, the telephone serves as both a UPnP™ device and a UPnP™ control point. As such, the description that follows refers to the UPnP™ protocol. However, the present invention is not limited to use with that particular protocol, and may be used with other discovery and web services protocols, included but not limited to Jini™, Salutation™, Rendezvous™ and .Net web services. Additionally, an embodiment of the present invention may use an automatic configuration protocol such as AutoIP.

A. Network Extensible Telephone in Accordance with an Embodiment of the Present Invention

[0020] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a telephone can discover other devices on a data network to which it is communicatively connected. The devices can allow it to enhance its own feature set. In the UPnP™ sense, the telephone acts as a control point. The "devices" need not be physical devices but can be network services provided by a server or devices that advertise the ability to perform one or more functions. For example, a PC can advertise itself as an audio/video output device and accept audio and video streams that it will render as it sees fit. This is just a subset of the PC's functionality.
Some examples of devices that can be discovered by the telephone and the manner in which each device can be used by the telephone to extend its own functionality are set forth below:

(a) In one embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover a directory server that can be used as a dialing directory on the telephone. If the directory server maintains a user's presence status, the telephone may register itself with the server to receive an event whenever any presence status gets modified.

(b) In another embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover an audio output device (e.g., a network speaker). The audio output device can be used to create a speakerphone. Discovering several audio output devices can allow the telephone to multicast audio to all selected output devices or allow the user to choose a specific audio output.

(c) In a further embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover an audio input device (e.g., a network microphone). The audio input device can be used as a remote microphone. Together with the audio output device, the telephone can now act as a conference phone.

(d) In an additional embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover a video output device (e.g., a TV, Digital Media Adapter, or PC) that supports UPnP Audio/Visual (AV). The telephone can now be used to receive video broadcasts.

(e) In another embodiment of the present invention, the telephone can discover a video input device (e.g., a network camera or a WebCam on a PC). By also implementing the functionality described in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d), above, the telephone can now become a videoconferencing telephone.

(f) In a further embodiment of the present invention, the user may allow the telephone to update its own display to a specific video output device. This can allow a view of the telephone’s display on a PC.

(g) In an additional embodiment of the present invention, the user may allow the telephone to send its ring to a specific audio output device. This can allow the ring to be directed to a PC’s speakers (or other network speakers).
[0029] (h) In a still further embodiment of the present invention, the telephone may discover an authentication server and authenticate the user making calls (via, for example, a personal identification number (PIN) entered on the keypad or a biometric identification).

[0030] Note that the foregoing are only a few examples of how a telephone in accordance with the present invention can communicate and interact with external network devices. These examples are not intended to limit the present invention.

B. A Network Discoverable and Controlled Telephone in Accordance with an Embodiment of the Present Invention

[0031] In another embodiment of the present invention, devices on the network, such as a PC, can discover one or more telephones that are also on the network. An example telephone comprises a conglomerate of several functional components, such as a speaker (audio output), microphone (audio in), display (video output), user-interface controls (keypad, on-hook/off-hook controls, DTMF generation), user-interface status indicators (LEDs), signaling information (on-hook, off-hook, busy, ringing, ANI/caller-ID), and signaling control (take phone off-hook, hang-up, set up a call). In the UPnP™ sense, the telephone acts as a UPnP™ device, advertising its capabilities. This can enhance the ways in which a user interacts with the telephone.

[0032] Some examples of functionality afforded by this mode of operation are set forth below:

[0033] (a) In one embodiment, a PC on the data network obtains user interface and signaling information from the telephone to provide a user interface on the PC that reflects the telephone’s state.

[0034] (b) In another embodiment, a PC on the data network provides “click-to-dial” service. In accordance with this embodiment, the PC will establish a call via the telephone. The user will then interact with only the telephone for the duration of the call, with the PC being out of the picture (unless other capabilities are mixed in, such as using the PC’s speakers or having a
program, say, force a call disconnect after 10 minutes of conversation). In accordance with the present invention, this functionality can be implemented easily and in a non-customized manner.

(c) In a further embodiment, more complex telephony functions are facilitated, such as call transfer or conferencing, to provide ease of use. In accordance with this embodiment, a PC on the data network can provide an interface that will send the appropriate commands to the telephone. A list of conferenced parties may be maintained on the PC, allowing easy disconnects and additions.

(d) In an additional embodiment, stored audio may be directed to the telephone from a PC on the data network. For example, the user may be on a call and wish to describe a product. The user can drag-and-drop a previously created audio file that's resident on the PC to a phone icon. That will direct the audio to the currently active call.

(e) In a still further embodiment, a PC on the data network may receive an audio stream from the telephone to record a conversation.

(f) In another embodiment, advanced call control features can be built as applications which are executed on a PC on the data network. For example, in accordance with this embodiment, one can implement a "redial while busy" feature that establishes a call via the telephone and then checks its status, hanging up and reestablishing the call if needed.

(g) In a further embodiment, a PC on the data network can be notified of "events" that include incoming calls to the telephone. In response to an incoming call, the PC can look up the ANI string (automatic number identification, or caller ID) in a database. The result of that lookup can, for example, generate a custom ring tone or pop an alert window on the PC (or suppress the ring for unwanted calls).

(h) In an additional embodiment, a two-way wireless communication device (e.g., a WiFi PDA) on the data network can act as a surrogate for the telephone, displaying the status of the telephone and routing audio and signaling between the device and the telephone.
[0041] (i) In a still further embodiment, a home control system on the data network can register to receive events such as incoming calls to the telephone. The home control system can then, for example, mute the TV™ when a telephone is picked up or when the telephone is ringing.

[0042] (j) In another embodiment, a PC on the data network can send alerts generated in response to the receipt of new e-mail or instant messages to the telephone’s display or light up a message waiting light as an alert.

[0043] (k) In a further embodiment, the telephone can serve as a UPnP™ audio device, playing a stream of music sent from a media server on the data network.

[0044] (l) In an additional embodiment, the telephone can serve as a UPnP™ video device, showing a slideshow or videos from a media server on the data network.

[0045] (m) In a still further embodiment, Internet radio/video/pictures could be directed to the telephone from a device on the data network.

[0046] (n) In another embodiment, a PBX system (e.g., a SIP proxy, PC running Asterisk, or an IP-enhanced traditional key system) can automatically discover phones on the data network and configure them, thus simplifying the setup of a multi-phone system.

C. Example Telephone Architecture and Data Network Implementations in Accordance with Embodiments of the Present Invention

[0047] The invention is further explained by way of the following examples with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0048] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system architecture of a telephone 100 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, telephone 100 includes phone hardware 124, an operating system 122 (such as Linux or eCos), a user agent call control 118, a feature interaction manager 116, a graphics player 114 (such as the Tango™ vector graphics player developed and licensed by OpenPeak Inc., of Boca Raton, Florida), a service execution environment 112 and a set of services 110, including telephony 102,
presence 104, routing 106, and search engine 108 (e.g., Yahoo!®). The base layer of the architecture is an operating system abstraction layer 120 that interfaces to underlying operating system 122, providing the higher layers of software with core capabilities such as semaphores, memory management, threads, messages, and a debugging framework. This provides a consistent application programming environment that facilitates porting to different operating systems.

[0049] Telephone 100 of FIG. 1 includes a UPnP™ stack to allow the device to announce its existence and its services on a data network and to discover other devices and services on the data network.

[0050] The telephone architecture also contains the following components:

[0051] **User agent call control 118**: An underlying multimedia session control module. This component manages the lifecycle of media streams including creation, stream properties (i.e., codec, multi-party, transfer, etc), and destruction;

[0052] **Feature interaction manager 116**: An arbitration layer which allows for the ad-hoc creation of services by enabling the combination of existing plug-in services and allowing them to interact in useful ways (e.g., share streaming content from an application with someone at other end of phone conversation);

[0053] **Service Execution Environment 112**: A services toolkit and service enabling environment for third-party value added applications. Allows the use of well known industry standard content authoring tools to provide advanced capabilities to the end-user;

[0054] **Graphics Player 114**: A vector-graphics based graphical user interface (GUI) and programming system that runs the user interface and provides an architecture where extended interfaces can be plugged in (e.g., access news headlines, run a screen saver); and

[0055] **Plug-in services 110**: These are value-added services.

[0056] FIG. 2 illustrates a system 200 that includes a telephone 202 in accordance with an embodiment of the invention that is capable of discovering and using network devices and services on a data network 210. An
embodiment of the invention facilitates easy enhancement of the telephone with peripherals. For example, telephone 202 can discover UPnP™ speakers and use those speakers for a speakerphone, or discover a display to use as a destination for videoconferencing applications. Other devices that can be discovered and used by telephone include a video camera or a microphone, however these examples are not intended to be limiting. For example, as shown in FIG. 2, telephone 202 can discover an integrated display and video camera 204, receive video content from the camera and send video content to the display.

[0057] FIG. 3 is an illustration of a network environment 300 in which network systems discover a telephone 302 on a data network 310 in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. For example, a computer 304 can discover telephone 302 in accordance with the invention. This enables services such as click-to-dial, using the computer to help with tasks like conferencing and call forwarding, or sending instant message (IM) notifications to the telephone screen. This also allows for a standards-based way of writing software that interacts with the telephone.

[0058] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a telephone-centric "ecosystem" 400 according to an embodiment of the present invention. The telephone 404 of this embodiment, which is both visible on the network and discovers components on the network, becomes the heart of an ad hoc ecosystem that is assembled for a specific application (e.g., videoconferencing will require the assembly of a telephone, a microphone, a display, a speaker, and a camera). In FIG. 4, telephone 402 is shown in communication with a first display 402, which may be used to display the desktop or applications running on a personal computer (PC), and a second display 406 that includes an integrated video camera and may be used for receiving and displaying video content associated with a video teleconference. In this embodiment, first display 402 and second display 406 essentially act as peripherals to telephone 402 to provide an enhanced telephone experience for the user.
FIG. 5 is an illustration of an exemplary deployment 500 of a telephone 502 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention in relation to other devices/services in a network. As shown in FIG. 5, telephone 502 is capable of discovering and utilizing devices such as a PC 504, a digital TV (DTV) 508, a router 510, and an IP-PBX 512. Telephone 502 is also capable of accessing certain applications 506, including stored data and/or web-based services (e.g., directory information, audio, video, etc.). In deployment 500, telephone 502 acts as a control hub of a system of networked devices that can provide enhanced functionality to the user using telephone 502. For example, the user can view a list of voice messages stored on IP-PBX 512 either on a built-in screen of telephone 502 or on the larger display of DTV 508. In another example, when the user places a call on hold, telephone 502 can access digital music stored on PC 504 (or access such content online), and play songs for the caller through IP-PBX 512 and router 510 while the caller waits on hold. Thus, by accessing and utilizing these and other networked devices, telephone 502 can expand its functionality and significantly enhance the user’s experience.

D. Conclusion

While various embodiments of the present invention have been described above, it should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. It will be understood by those skilled in the relevant art(s) that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims. Accordingly, the breadth and scope of the present invention should not be limited by any of the above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the following claims and their equivalents.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system, comprising:
   a data communication network;
   a device communicatively connected to the data communication network; and
   a telephone communicatively connected to the data communication network, wherein the telephone is adapted to discover the device, to invoke a first service provided by the device, and to use the first service to provide a second service to a user of the telephone.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to discover the device using a Universal Plug and Play protocol.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is further adapted to automatically assign a network address to the device.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke a directory service provided by the device, and to use the directory service to provide a telephone directory to the user of the telephone.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke an audio output service provided by the device, and to use the audio output service to provide a speakerphone function to the user of the telephone.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke an audio input service provided by the device, and to use the audio input service and an audio output service to provide a teleconferencing function to the user of the telephone.
7. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke a video output service provided by the device, and to use the video output service to display video broadcasts to the user of the telephone.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke a video input service provided by the device, and to use the video input service, a video output service, an audio output service and an audio input service to provide a video teleconferencing function to the user of the telephone.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke a video output service provided by the device, and to use the video output service to render a display associated with the telephone on the first device.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke an audio output service provided by the device, and to use the audio output service to play a ring tone generated by the telephone on the device.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the telephone is adapted to invoke an authentication service provided by the device, and to use the authentication service to authenticate the user of the telephone.

12. A method for operating a telephone communicatively connected to a data network, comprising:
   discovering a device communicatively connected to the data communication network;
   invoking a first service provided by the device; and
   using the first service to provide a second service to a user of the telephone.
13. The method of claim 12, wherein discovering a device communicatively connected to the data communication network comprises using a Universal Plug and Play protocol.

14. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
   automatically assigning a network address to the device.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking a directory service and wherein using the first service comprises using the directory service to provide a telephone directory to the user of the telephone.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking an audio output service and wherein using the first service comprises using the audio output service to provide a speakerphone function to the user of the telephone.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking an audio input service and wherein using the first service comprises using the audio input service and an audio output service to provide a teleconferencing function to the user of the telephone.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking a video output service and wherein using the first service comprises using the video output service to display video broadcasts to the user of the telephone.

19. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking a video input service, and wherein using the first service comprises using the video input service, a video output service, an audio input service,
and an audio output service to provide a video teleconferencing function to the user of the telephone.

20. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking a video output service and wherein using the first service comprises using the video output service to render a display associated with the telephone on the first device.

21. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking an audio output service and wherein using the first service comprises using the audio output service to play a ring tone generated by the telephone on the first device.

22. The method of claim 12, wherein invoking a first service comprises invoking an authentication service and wherein using the first service comprises using the authentication service to authenticate the user of the telephone.

23. A system, comprising:
   a data communication network;
   one or more devices communicatively connected to the data communication network; and
   a telephone communicatively connected to the data communication network, wherein the telephone is adapted to advertise a service provided by the telephone to the one or more devices communicatively connected to the data communication network, and to provide the service to one of the one or more devices in response to receiving a request for the service.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the telephone is adapted to advertise the service provided by the telephone in accordance with a Universal Plug and Play protocol.
25. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises providing telephone user interface and signaling information.

26. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises establishing a telephone call.

27. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises transferring a telephone call.

28. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises providing a teleconferencing function.

29. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises playing an audio file.

30. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises streaming audio information associated with a telephone call.

31. The system of claim 23, wherein the service comprises providing a notification of an incoming telephone call.

32. The system of claim 23, wherein the telephone comprises a display, and wherein the service comprises providing a video output service using the display.

33. The system of claim 23, wherein the telephone comprises a speaker, and wherein the service comprises providing an audio output service using the speaker.
34. A method for operating a telephone communicatively connected to a data network, comprising:
   advertising a service provided by the telephone to one or more devices communicatively connected to the data communication network;
   receiving a request for the service from one of the one or more devices;
   and
   providing the service to the one of the one or more devices in response to receiving the request.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein advertising a service provided by the telephone comprises advertising a service provided by the telephone in accordance with a Universal Plug and Play protocol.

36. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises providing telephone user interface and signaling information.

37. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises establishing a telephone call.

38. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises transferring a telephone call.

39. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises providing a teleconferencing function.

40. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises playing an audio file.

41. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises streaming audio information associated with a telephone call.
42. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises providing a notification of an incoming telephone call.

43. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises providing a video output service using a display portion of the telephone.

44. The method of claim 34, wherein providing the service comprises providing an audio output service using a speaker portion of the telephone.
## FIG. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telephony 100</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence 104</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Routing 106</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Search Engine 108</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services 110</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Execution 112</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphics Player 114</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature Interaction Manager 116</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User Agent Call Control 118</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OS Abstraction Layer 120</strong> (Memory, Graphics, Sound, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating System 122</strong>   (Linux, eCOS, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phone Hardware 124</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>